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CALENDAR

The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the following information which has been collated from ma
sources and no-one tells him anything anyway so he just makes some of it up. Please call Club Secretaries for f
confirmation, although no-one tells them either (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) Counties-Manukau: Li
Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David Nevin 09 4
2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo: Kathleen Lons
07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Annie Sanderson 07 753 3541.

APRIL 1996
Tues 2nd CM

Counties-Manukau Club Meeting, all members welcome, 19:30, venue TBA

Wed 3rd

C

Central Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Davies Residence, 17 Crescent Road, Parnell

5-8

H/E/P

National Championships, PioPio, near Te Kuiti, pre-entry, you are too late
Northern League CM:C

8-12

Spain

Veteran World Cup

Squad Junior Training Camp, Te Kuiti and Bulls, open to all 17-20s, some younger
contact Shaun Collins 631 0204, details in this issue
Thurs 11th NW

NorthWest Club meeting, all members welcome, 19:30
Stone Residence, 8 Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay

12,13

RK

North Island Secondary Schools Championships, Whirikino
Enquiries call Robyn Davidson 06 353 3262 fax 06 354 2475

Sun 14th

H

Four Brothers, signs at Whatawhata on SH23 Hamilton-Raglan Road, 11:00-13:00

Wh

Pompallier, 11:00-12:00

T

Karapiti, near Wairakei 11:00-12:00, Jocelyn Reeve, training day

Sat 20th
Sun 21st

NZOF Annual Seminar, Bulls
NZOF Annual General Meeting, Bulls
Squad GIB Board Woodhill Forest Run, Muriwai, organiser Rob Crawford
Fun run and Mountain Bike, short and long courses, forms available soon, thousands
of dollars worth of prizes, helpers welcome.

Sun 28th

NW

Pulpit Rock, Promotional, 10:00-12:30
Setter/Controller Nick and Stan Foster, signposted from Muriwai

T

Punetekahi, Poihipi Road, off SH1 north of Taupo, 11:00-12:00,
Pumice gullied farmland

CM

Totara Park, Club event plus Secondary Schools, 10:00-12:30
Setter/Controller Jeanine and Ken Browne

P

Hodderville Farm/forest, new remap, 11:00-13:00
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Old Taupo Rd between Putaruru and Tokoroa, or turn off SH1 at the new (and
gigantic) Cheese factory in Lichfield

MAY 1996
Sun 5th

H

Glenora, signs at Wharepapa South off Putaruru/Kihikihi Rd. Rolling farmland with
spectacular limestone formations, 11:00-13:00.

Wh

Maunu, night-O (?)

Mon 6th

CM

Franklin Primary Schools Championships, Cape Hill, Val Robinson

Tues 7th

CM

Counties-Manukau Club meeting, 19:30pm, all club members welcome
Probably at the Brighouse Residence, 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura

8
11
12

World Cup 1 Lithuania
World Cup 2 Latvia
World Cup 3 (Relay) Latvia

Sun 12th

NW

Ngapuketurua, Autumn Series, Secondary Schools event, 10:00-12:30
13:00 Auckland Junior Squad Meeting

P

Redwood Res, Tokoroa, new colour remap. Magnificent patch of Redwood forest in
the heart of Kinleith Forest. Signs from SH1 north of Tokoroa. 11:00-13:00

Sat 18th

JSq

Sun 19th Wh
T

Auckland Junior Squad Training Day, venue TBA
Glenbervie, 11:00-12:00, steepish complex pine forest

Fri 24th

T

CDOA OY2 Ngamotu, Rerewhakaitu turnoff from SH38 to Murupara 11:00-13:00.
Northern League C:NW H:P/T
CDOA Secondary Schools Championships, Karapiti

Sun 26th

CM

Autumn Series, Reeves Farm, Paerata, 10:00-12:30, Roger Hiscock and the Aspins

H

Sanatorium Hill, 11:00-13:00

T

Karapiti, 11:00-12:00, farm and forest, geothermal bores.

June 1996

July 1996

1 -3

7
Wh
12,13 C
14
NW
R
21
CM
Y
22-26
28
C
H
Wh
30

9

16
18
23
30

NW
QB3Day Auahine Topu/Otakanini Topu
PAPO Canterbury Champs, Craigmore
SecSch
H
CDOA OY3 Kairangi
Wh
Gumtown
C
Pulpit Rock, Autumn Series
P
Crossing
NW
Auck Sec Sch Ch, Kaipara Knolls
H
Kapamahunga
C
Streets/parks, Mangere Mountain

AOA OY1, Mangawhai
Silva NZ Sec Sch Champs, Woodhill
Ngapuketurua, Promotional
CDOA OY4
AOA OY2, Waiuku Forest
Winter Classic
O-Ringen Sweden
Streets/parks, Pakuranga
Rose Gardens / Sandford Park
Winstones
World Cup 4 (Short O) Sweden
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August 1996
3
4
11
17
18
19
21
24
25

NW
T
C

C
H
Wh

31

World Cup 5 Norway
Sixteen Mile, AOA OY3
World Cup 6 (Relay) Norway
CDOA OY5
World Cup 7 (Relay) Switzerland
AOA OY4, Te Heke
World Cup 8 (Short O) Switzerland
World Cup 9 Switzerland
World Cup 10 France
Streets / parks, 1 Tree / Mt St John
Hamilton Lake
Omu Creek (?)
World Rogaine Champs W Australia

29
31

Wh
Mangawhai
PAPO A-NZ Warmup, Bottle Lake
PAPO A-NZ Challenge Individuals, Dalethorpe

January 1997
1
2

PAPO A-NZ Model, Craigmore
PAPO A-NZ Relays, Craigmore

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

September 1996
1
8

CM
H
NW
15
C
22
Wh
P
29
C
H
28-6 Oz

AOA OY5, Whiriwhiri Maioro
CDOA OY6 MtEliza
Karamatura
AOA OY6, Lake Kereta
Mair Park
Hodderville (?)
Streets / parks, Auckland Domain
Kairangi
Aussie Championships, Tasmania
Southern Cross Junior Challenge

October 1996
6

NW
P
13
Wh
T
19,20 CM

Otakanini Topu, AOA OY7
Hodderville (?)
Phoebe's Lake (?)
CDOA OY7
Auckland Champs & Trials & NRL
Harkers Reserve & Four Seasons
26-28 HB
3 Day event, A-NZ trial
PAPO MTB/Club/Night/Train-O, Hanmer Springs

November 1996
3

C
H

5
9,10 E
16,17 D
17
Wh
23,24

Auckland Relay Champs, Woodhill
Glenora
Auckland Primary Schools Champs
CDOA Ch, Ratapihi/Mangamahoe, trial
South Island Champs, Otago, A-NZ Trial
Kioreroa Road
Wellington Championships

December 1996
8

H

University

Mark, please, do not resign!
The Auckland
Orienteer has been a most entertaining and
informative read since Mark and his PC became
editor, chief correspondent, columnist and features
writer. As a relic of that prehistoric tribe which
does not yet possess a PC (or microwave,
dishwasher etc) I've appreciated Mark's patience in
computerising my monthly column, and his tactful
silence when it unfailingly reaches him after the
20th of the month!

Socialising
The potluck dinner in March was a great success,
with at least 50 people socialising and helping
celebrate the Middletons' wedding anniversary and
Role Michels' birthday. The venue at Long Bay
was excellent and a few hardy souls braved the
waves before dinner. We more vulnerable, veteran
or vintage members enjoyed catching up with
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former club members Colin and Ann Bray and Colin
Battley.

Hard work
NorthWest fielded two seven-person teams plus
several juniors at the Katoa Po All-Night Relays in
Taupo. NW Runners, comprising the Moens, Colin
Tait, Bryan Teahan, Marquita and honorary
member Pawel from Poland, finished 4th overall.
Pawel apparently declared that reflective tape on
the controls wasn't really necessary!

5

CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX
Still no volunteers, I'm afraid...

Devonport residents Geoff Mead, Shaun Bowler
and Alistair Cory-Wright [COC] teamed up with
non-orienteering passenger Robin to take second
place in the "King of the Mountain" race last
weekend.
Three person teams pushed
wheelbarrow and passenger over a 3.5km course,
including an ascent of Mt. Victoria.
The
passenger's eyes remained squeezed shut on the
steep descent.
For their 14.5 minutes of
punishment the team was rewarded with a ghetto
blaster and three walkmen.

People and places
Matthew Crozier and Kevin Jose survived an
adventurous 200km kayak trip over the summer.
Launching from the end of Ninety Mile Beach, they
paddled round Cape Reinga and North Cape to the
eastern Northland Coast.
Marit Moen, who recently celebrated her 21st
birthday, is doing a post graduate degree in
Forensic Science at Auckland University.
Colin and Bev Tait have chosen a lifestyle change
and are becoming orchardists in Masterton. We
look forward to catching up with them at Wellington
region events.

New members
Welcome to Simone Bosson, Peter King (rejoining),
Simon Windsor from England, Travis, Sheree and
David Kouwenhoven of Kaukapakapa, and the
Smithies family.

Next club meeting
Thursday 11th April 19:30, Stone Residence, 8
Agathis Place, Mairangi Bay. Every club member
is welcome; come along and get involved with your
club.
LISA MEAD 445 4555

Scott Vennell reports that he will be giving up
weekend warrior pursuits such as Orienteering for
the sedentary lifestyle while his stress fracture
heals (at least a month).

Next club meeting
The first committee meeting for 1996 will be held
on Wednesday 7th February at 19:30 at the
Roberts residence, 23A Shore Road, Remuera.
Please park across the road.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS
What news? Mark, I know exactly what you mean.
It's like getting blood out of a stone.
A number of us were at Max Cooper's 50th
birthday party recently when someone (or was it
one of the many cans talking) suggested a Rum
Runners reunion. No date has been set yet but
July might be the best time to catch some of the
younger members, so look out Auckland
Orienteers. For those of you too new to the sport
to know of the Rum Runners it has something to do
with mussels, rum, and relays.
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Lyndsay and Bev Shuker are off to Switzerland,
Germany and Denmark soon for a 4 week holiday.
Have fun, keep fit. Ken Browne is away fishing
over in the Coromandel.

6
viscosity of .22 per second. When completely
immobile, a minute snockle pipe keeps fluid
movement to a minimum. The fluorescent arrow
which pivots on a case-hardened noggin stud can
be isolated from its north pointing tendency to 180
degrees to allow for intentional error. What's more,
the snifter ring co-ordinates hand and eye
movement so that there is complete fidelity with the
feet from the knees down."
If he understands all this about his compass, why
does he still have problems with the first control?
PURPORTEDLY FROM MRS BROWNE

ARCHIVES APR'86

Athol Oldfield is not too good, so there won't be any
Easter O for him. Doreen has a SPOT of minor
surgery coming up.
The CMOC Autumn Series event is on May 26th at
Reeves Farm; club members please keep the day
free to attend.
Next c l u b meeting
The meeting on May 7th at 19:30 will probably be
held at the Brighouse Residence, 27 Coulthard
Terrace, Papakura. All Counties-Manukau Club
members are welcome.

There were three OYs in April 1986, starting with
Ngapuriri, south of Port Waikato - steep and rocky.
Weiti Station, where the pines were only head high
in places, then Matakawau, farmland with patches
of native bush, and for the early starters, feral deer
darting among the trees.
We can compare the Weiti event with the recent
event set by the Moens. Rob Jessop, winner in
1996 in 65:00, spent more than three hours on one
of his first elite courses, and Rob Garden won 9.5km in 122 minutes.
Graham Peters, not
organising swarms of students, won M50 from
John Fettes and Colin Martin.
Pinelands held an OY on Te Whetu near Tokoroa
in the vicinity of a derelict timber settlement. John
Rix, Trish Aspin and Phyllis Snedden organised a
training day at Jakeman's Park, Awhitu, site of
another timber camp. There is a lot of history on
some of our maps.

The WOC Squad were raising money working on
SALLY PILBROW 236 0303 the Forest Run preparations. How many of them
are still competing?

KEN'S NEW
COMPASS
My husband, a keen orienteer, took time to show
me his new compass.
"The dial on this new model is set on gimbals which
are pivoted at 90 degrees to provide free
suspension when competing. As an extra aid to
rapid settling, the graduated memorabilia plate
floats on an alcohol solution having an absolute

Men: Kevin Ireland, Paul Dalton, Leo Homes, Dave
Melrose, Rob Garden, Bryan Teahan, Bill Teahan,
Max Kerrison, Mark McKenna
Women: Anitra Dowling, Carey Martin, Alison
Stewart, Cathy Newman, Gillian Ingham, Eileen
Frith, Katie Fettes, Jeanine Browne
Junior Men: Alistair Landels, Alistair Cory-Wright,
Rob Jessop, James Brewis, Darren Scott
Junior Women: Joanne Cunningham, Jan Davies,
Julia Fettes
KEN BROWNE [CMOC]
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TRAMLINES AND
TUNNELS (OOPS)
What a good idea, I thought, run the Nihotupu
Tramline Track in the Waitaks. Once a year they
unlock the gates on the tunnels so you can walk all
the way to the Upper Nihotupu Reservoir and get a
bus-ride back. Arrive early and you can run, just
keep your head down in the tunnels.
Lining up a few probables and a few possibles I
fronted at the Arataki Info Centre on Scenic Drive
at the appointed time. So did Roger Browne and
Rowena Grenfell with their charming daughter Kira
(15 months), visiting NZ for a couple of weeks. But
no-one else was there, no signs, no nothing. Went
into the Info Centre - very impressive - and
discovered we were a month too early.
Oops.
Ah well, informed that the tunnels were verboten,
and newly possessed of a map of the catchment
area, off we went for a quick look before going to
Weiti to orienteer. If you don't already have a map
of the tracks in the Waitakeres, go get one because
they're very handy. But you'll find a big gap in the
middle because the catchment area has been out
of bounds since forever. But as of July last year
access is permitted - although all the signs still say
"go away" etc. At Arataki they have a mappette to
fill the gap. Dreadfully inaccurate, we later found,
but better than nothing.
Off we went, Kira on Dad's back, lovely day, birds
chirping, cicadas cicading, helicopters circling (!).
The tramline track is dead flat, great walking or
running, not many views but peaceful and pleasant.
And so we came upon the first tunnel, 487m, no
end in sight, no gate, and no torch. We had come
unlit as we expected to turn back at the first gate.
But onward!
Groping steadfastly into the dark we chatted
constantly (nervously?) to one another to make
sure we didn't drift apart or bump together. One
hand above my head kept track of the ceiling, as
we were afraid of Kira scraping her skull. Roger is
taller than me and he spent much of the time in a
skier's crouch. One hand to the left tracked the
tunnel wall, while my shoes occasionally brushed
the rails to each side.
My companions began to report sightings of
glowworms and soon ahead I saw what seemed

7
like light at the end of the tunnel. Inching closer,
the glow resolved into a constellation of
glowworms, eerie, reminiscent of photographs of
starfields, with an exaggerated sense of depth,
different colours and intensities.
Clustered in
niches in the ceiling and walls, the glow was
concentrated
into
a
ghostly
amorphous
luminescence.
There are something like 9 tunnels and a total of
more than a kilometre in pitch darkness. Only the
first tunnel has a bend, the rest allow you to
concentrate on the dot of light ahead. I was
grateful for my sturdy cap on several occasions
(thank you, Logical Methods) while my companions
escaped unscathed. Purportedly 6km long, the
track took 2 hours because of our slow pace in the
tunnels.
Our remarkably unreliable map did not permit us to
find any of the side-paths, but we had already
guessed from the terrain that we were near the end
of the track. A strange noise from behind caused
us to leap from the track. Round the corner came
a cheerful little "toy" train, brightly coloured and
crammed with grinning day-trippers festooned with
cameras.
We were abruptly consumed with horror as to what
we might have done if we had been set upon by the
train inside one of the tunnels. (Jump aside onto
the pipeline on the right, of course.)
We trudged after the train to the end of the line.
Reaching the face of the dam, looming high above
us, we began the hand-over hand scramble up the
stairway. Surrounded by yahooing tourists looking
forward to their lunch, stunned by their sudden
arrival, still rather mesmerised by the overwhelming
peace of the tunnels, Roger turned to us.
"I'm having a surreal moment here," he said.
Rowena and I had difficulty clinging to the handrail
as we laughed, and laughed, and laughed...
MARK ROBERTS

WINTER GEAR
Every winter will produce those O events made
memorable by wind, rain or storms.
Recent
examples include Deliverance at Omu Creek /
Gumtown; Droughtbuster at Kiwitahi; Snow at
Tyger Country and Storm at Taurewa. (How can
anyone forget Kapamahunga? - MR)
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To compete in safety and comfort at these events
the right clothing is vital. O in wet and windy
conditions without the right protection is dangerous
to your health and happiness. There have been
several cases in recent years of hypothermia at
North Island O events, and one hospitalisation.

Seven person teams

Hypothermia occurs when your body loses heat
more rapidly than it can produce it. With continuing
loss of body heat, peripheral hypothermia moves to
core hypothermia, collapse, unconsciousness...
What is needed is an awareness of these dangers,
and clothing that will reduce heat loss. Forget the
O top, cotton T shirt or cotton sweatshirt; they
provide negligible insulation when wet.
Every orienteers kit bag for these events should
contain (at the minimum) a long-sleeved
polypropylene top. Polyprop has some remarkable
properties:

1

WACO Pish for thee Iceland Dog 343:52

2

WACO Thou Prickeared Cur of Iceland 345:59

3

Taranaki Turkeys

365:56

4

North West 1

386:55

5

Our Turn - Central

414.47

6

Royal Galas - Hawkes Bay

417 50

7

The Lunatics - Red Kiwis

522:35

8

Hamilton Hydrocephalics

644:26

9

Hamilton Headlands

552.44

10

Spotted Cobras - Taupo

599 20

11

WHO Cares - Whangarei

636:07

12

Pinelands Panthers

613:25

13

Rotorua X

628:59

14

Rotorua Y

639.37

• It wicks moisture away from your body.

15

OPC-Taupo

651.32

• It insulates even when wet.

16

North West 2

754:23

• It floats!

17

Rotorua Z

774:54

• It dries rapidly.
• It looks good on shapely bodies.

Five person teams

• It's cheap - $300 will buy a classy polyprop top.

a record turnout!

• Ideal for any outdoor activity, not just O.

1. New Plymouth Numbats

282:25

• It stinks after a few hours of sweat but washes
easily in cold water.
• It shrinks in hot water!

2. Egmont Eagles

277:12

3. Pink Ladies - Hawkes Bay

368.32

4. Granny Smiths - Hawkes Bay

377 07

Try Pack & Pedal, Bivouac, Katmandu stores in
Auckland.

5. Constellations - Red Kiwis

380:56

If you can't decide whether you need your
polyprop, start your run with your O top over it, and
remove it and tie round your waist if you get too
hot.
If the weather gets really bad, or it's an event in the
mountains (Kaweka Challenge, for instance) add
polyprop long Johns and balaclava with a parka
over the top. Relatively inexpensive gear that
allows you to tackle almost anything.
LISA MEAD [NWOC]

KATOA PO 1996
While Central, NorthWest and Egmont continued
their traditional battle for dominance in the All Night
Relays, WACO's ever so slightly stacked teams
cruised past for a remarkable result:

6. The Comets - Red Kiwis

Five person junior teams
1

Yes - Auckland Juniors

252:20

2

Yes Too - Auckland Juniors

252:20

3

Central Districts Juniors

273.51

4

St. Johns Aquarius Motor Inns

356 49

5

St. Johns Snowgoose's Lodge Motels

518:58

Statistics
Leg Km

Fastest

Time Median

EWT

1

1.6

David Barr

11:00 19:54

20

2

2.3

Karl Dravitski

23:17 47:15

30

3

3.2

Ben Bocock

39:17

40

4

4.4

Neil Kerrison

41:14

45

5

4.9

Bryan Teahan

49:56

40
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6
5.8 Mark McLean
51:48
55
7
6.1 P. Moszkowicz 60:34
60
Sum of EWTs = 290 mins (4 hr 50 mins)
Sum of fastest times = 277:06 (4 hr 37:06}
Fastest 7 person team = 343:52 (5 hr 43:52)
Start: 8:09 pm
Last runner back: 5:03 am (NZOF Secretary - the
only person caught in the deluge)

MAGNETIC FIELD
REVERSAL!
1st April, 1996
A paper to be presented at a scientific conference
in London this week could have a profound impact
on the future of orienteering.
"Predictions of future magnetic field reversals"; by
Professors Howard Orchard and Alberto Ximenes
of the Institute for Applied Physical Research
(IAPR) presents the results of a detailed study of
movements of the earth's magnetic poles, and uses
these observations to predict that a reversal of the
magnetic field is imminent. They claim that the
north magnetic pole could move from its current
position in northern Canada to a new location in
Antarctica over a period as short as one year. The
impact on the sport of orienteering, where
competitors rely on maps aligned to magnetic
north, could be severe.
It has been known for many years that the earth's
magnetic field reverses at regular intervals, with
south becoming north and north becoming south.
Evidence for this lies in rocks on the sea bed which
contain magnetic minerals. As the rocks cool the
minerals align to the magnetic field at the time.
Characteristic magnetic stripes have been
observed in many locations. The new study has
examined the sea-bed evidence in detail, allowing
new predictions to be made about when the next
reversal is due. This has been combined with a
detailed study of the movement of the north
magnetic pole over the past ten years. Both
studies reveal that a reversal is long overdue. Data
collected in the first three months of this year show
that the north pole is moving increasingly
erratically, and ten times faster than last year. The
conclusion is that a reversal has started.

The impact on orienteering will be immense.
Compasses will continue to point at the north
magnetic pole, but its position will be varying. The
main problem is that grid lines on maps will need to
be corrected. It will become common to run events
where the current magnetic north direction must be
added as a map correction. Even overprinting the
new lines may not be possible because of the
difficulty of predicting exactly where the north pole
will be on the day the map will be used. Problems
will also be caused by the changing angle of dip of
the magnetic field. Compass needles are balanced
for a given latitude at present, and the moving field
will mean that competitors may need to change
their compasses frequently.
Mapmaking over the coming year may have to be
suspended. Without a fixed north point it will prove
extremely difficult to correlate field surveys made
over a period of days or weeks. The International
Orienteering Federation is expected to announce
the formation of an emergency technical committee
in the near future to examine the impact of the
reversal.
This committee may be forced to
recommend the cancellation of all World Cup and
World Championships events until the pole has
finally become stable.
The only other sport which will be influenced
significantly is pigeon racing. Pigeons have tiny
magnetic particles in their brains, which are
believed to allow them to return home over long
distances. The moving magnetic field is likely to
lead to huge numbers of racing pigeons ending up
somewhat confused in the southern hemisphere.
SIMON ERRINGTON, LONDON, ON O-NET
An analysis of my orienteering performances over
the last decade shows conclusive evidence that
these field reversals have already occurred, and
are fluctuating over amazingly short time intervals.
Ain't science wonderful!
ANDY HILL, USA
Fortunately, the problem of moving or reversing
magnetic poles is not a big deal for large parts of
the US. According to recent scientific studies
undertaken by Astrologers and other Futuresensitive people (just follow the regular TV
programs), the western and southern part of the
US will submerge into the ocean after an
earthquake in mid-1996.
Phoenix, Arizona will become a harbour at the
Pacific! So all the folks in California and in the
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South have to do is change their maps to a plain
blue. The magnetic north lines can easily be
adjusted by turning the map. You are sooo lucky
down there! Anyway, up here we will figure out
new ways to adjust to this new situation. Maybe
we use the sun position at zero start time as the
new reference.

While Super League officials and Raiders chief
executive Kevin Neil were not available for
comment this morning, it is understood that the
Raiders had successfully exploited a loophole in
the Federal Court ruling which ruled that the
players could not be paid by any rugby league
organisation not affiliated with the ARL.

The ruling, however, did not prohibit them from
being paid to play a sport other than rugby league.
RALF BECKER, HUDSON VALLEY OC, USAAfter approaches to the AFL and the National
I have checked with Swedish compass Soccer League were rebuffed because of an
unwillingness to assist a rival sport, the deal with
manufacturer Silva AB concerning the reversal of
orienteering was struck.
magnetic poles.

See you in the woods (or in the water)

Nobody here could possibly know this would
happen, they say "We just make the instrument;
the scouts, outdoor folks and the orienteering
society must learn to keep track of the present
position of the [magnetic] North Pole", says Hasse
Carlson from Silva AB.
Suunto of Finland however offer free magnetic
needles, where the southern tip is painted red, to
all buyers of their compasses. You just mail in a
proof of purchase, then Suunto will mail you the
corrected needle and instruction on how to get the
liquid back into the compass.
Another big problem during the coming reversal of
magnetic poles is that for a few months we will not
have a north and a south pole, but an East Pole
and West Pole. "Please keep us out of this
monkey business" says Stanislawsky Cerwinsky of
the National Polish Rogaining and Orienteering
Society, Cracow.

The Orienteering Federation of Australia is
understood to be willing to approve the deal subject
to receiving 1% of all money paid to players and
lawyers' fees spent by the Super League
organisation.
This is expected to generate
$600,000 a year for the sport, which is expected to
finance an extensive tour of European competitions
by leading Australian orienteers this year.

It is not yet known whether there will be an
interchange of playing personnel between the two
organisations, although Raiders star Laurie Daley
is believed to be interested in the challenge of
reaching the top in another sport, having earlier
expressed interest in switching to Australian
football rather than continue to play rugby league
under the ARL. It is also possible that the added
personnel from orienteering ranks may enable the
Raiders to fulfil their obligations under the Federal
Court ruling to field a team in the ARL competition
if, as expected, several of their existing players
refuse
to play under the ARL. This speculation was
ERIK PETERSEN, DENMARK
promptly dismissed by leading rugby league
commentator Roy Slaven, who is reported to have
said "they may be able to find the goalposts, but
they won't be able to get there".

SUPER LEAGUE AND
ORIENTEERING

BLAIR TREWIN, AUSTRALIA, ON O-NET

April 1, 1996: Super League merger with
orienteering announced

THRILLS

It was announced in Canberra this morning that a
merger had taken place between the Canberra
Raiders rugby league team and the ACT team in
the Australian Orienteering League, in the
continuing fallout from the Australian Rugby
League /Super League split and the recent Federal
Court decision blocking the formation of Super
League.

Although we think of orienteering as apart from
"thrill" sports like luge, there is the fearful titiliation
that makes success exhilarating: the fear of getting
lost, the risky, heady act of running headlong into a
strange forest with nothing but nylons and a piece
of paper that will soon crumple into a small ball
inside the hermetically sealed bag of cheap, thin
plastic anyway. The fear of getting lost evaporates
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after a year or two, but the sport is one in which the
difficulty, and the chance of spiralling out of control,
can be ratcheted up continually by speeding up the
treadmill. Even when running the perfect race,
where it feels like you're floating through the
controls at heady speed, strong and on a high,
maybe it's still the chance of massive, sudden
failure, the sense of being on the edge, nabbing the
gain of seconds while narrowly escaping the loss of
minutes, that keeps it interesting.
JIM BAKER, USA, ON O-NET

AOA JUNIOR NEWS
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talented group of coaches. We also expect you to
be a member of one of the Auckland Area clubs, so
if some of the Secondary Schools competition
participants would like to be part of this, contact
your local club for a membership form.
The squad is:
Paulette Ashmore D Bryce Davies
Madeline Barr D

Neil Ferguson D

Inneke Currie

Nic Foster

Charlotte Hood D

Anthony Foxell

Kristen Lewis

Marc Isted

Charlotte Marra

Jamie Munro

Georgina McPherson Robert Murphy D
Lise Moen

David Stewart

Katoa Po A l l Night Relays

Fiona Monks

Mark Stewart

For the third year in a row we won!. In fact the two
Auckland teams came 1st equal. Now that is
SOME feat. The last couple of legs were very
exciting for those of us watching, well done teams.

Jonene Nash

Simon Thorpe

Michelle Nash

Craig Wilson

Claire Rankin

Stuart Wilson

Team YES

D members currently belong to the Development
Squad and this group is seen as the first step
towards that squad.

1
2

David Stewart
Fiona Monk

12:00
47:19

3

Charlotte Marra

57:23

4

Simon Thorpe

75:53

5

Mark Stewart

59:45

Team YES TOO
1

Nigel Hammond

31:03

2

Michelle Nash

46:57

3

Claire Rankin

60:09

4

Marc Isted

54:21

5

Anthony Foxell

59:50

The Central Districts team were third, with two
teams from St Johns College, Hamilton finishing
4th and 5th. The lack of a team from Wellington
was noted. Come on Wellington, please do better
next year.

AOA Junior Regional Squad
It is with much pleasure we announce the Auckland
Area Junior Regional Squad. The selection criteria
are a demonstrated enthusiasm for orienteering
and the ability to complete an orange level course.
Members will be expected to attend at least some
of the training days to be provided by our very

Natalie Rowse

Our first meeting will be held at
May 12 at the Woodhill Autumn
that day. Our first training day
Saturday 18 May and details
discussed at the meeting.

1pm on Sunday
Series event on
will be held on
of this will be

Your very able list of coaches currently includes
Rob Jessop, Sasha Middleton, Cassie Trewin,
Melissa Edwards, Marquita Gelderman and Unni
Lewis. Others are welcome to contribute to this
worthy cause.
DARREN ASHMORE SQUAD COACHING
COORDINATOR
LORRI O'BRIEN SQUAD MANAGER

BUSINESS HOUSE
COMPETITION
Sport Waitakere included Orienteering as part of
the Business House competition series this year.
Marquita and I devised a relay suitable for
beginners. We had 8 courses, 2 long, 4 medium
and 2 short all with plenty of controls at White level.
The teams had between 6 and 8 members. To
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condense the relay into the required time period,
and to cut down waiting times, 2 runners from each
team were sent off at the start, each runner on a
different course and as soon as a runner returned
the next team member could go, in any course
order. Some chose to go in pairs on a course.
This meant that some participants did more than
one course.
The format worked well. There was some team
building activity in deciding who would run which
course and in what order. The first two teams
finished within 2 seconds of each other!
The event took place in Moire Park. Having
experienced difficulty before with controls being
interfered with, we had people patrolling the tracks
but still managed to lose one control. Any
suggestions on how to make controls less
vulnerable would be gratefully received.
ANN FETTES [NWOC ]

THE SEASON
STARTS
Over the last month the European season has
started to warm up. Three weeks ago I went to
Portugal to get away from the snow and do some
decent training, I went with some Scottish friends
who arranged everything including O training every
day.
We stayed in Estoril, 15km west of Lisboa and
famous for its Formula 1 motor racing circuit. The
surrounding area has lots of impressive castles,
cheap restaurants, warm weather and beaches
which were all very welcoming. The 15-25 degrees
was a very pleasant change to the minus 10 to 15
here in Sweden!
Arriving Sunday night we had five days training,
then a 2-day competition, and planned to leave on
the Monday. Four of the five days training were
spent on some fairly flat oak/pine/eucalypt forests
to the south of Lisboa. These reminded me a lot of
flatter parts of Australia, without the hard ground or
rocks. The oak part of the forest was like a park
because they remove all undergrowth so that it
cannot attack the oak tree trunks. This is because
the bottom 1-3 metres of every tree has its trunk
stripped of bark for making cork, it looks very odd.
We could run at between 5 and 6 minutes per
kilometer through this terrain which was great.

12
Unfortunately the races were not on this terrain.
The "Mafra O Meet" was held to the north of
Lisboa, and was the first IOF elite race for 1996.
These races are designed to be high quality events
without the status of World Cup or World Champs.
The terrain for these races was steep and forested
with varying amounts of undergrowth. In fact it was
very similar to Woodcocks.
We had some tough route-choice decisions to
make, and lots of climbing. The undergrowth was
often gorse thinnings or blackberry so it made me
feel quite at home! The competition wasn't too
tough - one Swiss man and the Austrian team
doing some winter training - so I was confident
about doing well. We had 8.7km and 10.6km with
575m and 560m climb respectively and I had times
of 69.48m and 70.58m to win by almost 7 minutes
overall.
Then after another two weeks training back here in
the snow, it was time for the first big relay of the
year. This was last weekend at the Spring Cup in
Denmark. On the Saturday we had an individual
race of 10.8km and then a four leg relay on the
Sunday. The individual race had 187 starters at 1
minute intervals in the top elite grade! I was off
third to last with Sixten Sild (Bronze medal WOC
91) one minute behind and Yuri Omelchenko
(WOC 95 Short Champion) one minute ahead so I
was in good company! The terrain was very fast
flattish pine and conifer forest with little
undergrowth, although there was the odd patch of
snow here and there. I started steadily, missing 15
seconds at number 2 (even a small mistake is
costly in this terrain) and was caught by Sixten
about a third of the way round the course. At half
way we got a very pleasant surprise to catch Yuri.
From then on, we were all together to the finish but
being together often means that the pace hots up
and we all started to miss controls. We estimated
a total time loss of about 4 minutes over about 6
different controls which would have been useful to
have saved. I did 55.18m and was in 34th place
only 4.5 minutes after the winner Chris Terkelson
(who was in NZ at APOC two years ago). This was
a pleasing start to the season, but also showed that
competition is going to be tough this year!
The relay on the Sunday was another dose of
typical fast furious Danish terrain but this time with
10-15cm of snow in the forest! I was on last leg (of
four) for my club team, and had the mission of
improving our 70th place over a 13.5km course.
There were over 300 teams in the mens
competition and I went out about 9 minutes behind

13
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the leaders. I barely made a mistake in the whole
race as I was always around other people, and
there were only 3 split controls anyway! I finished
10 minutes behind the leaders in 55th place which
kept the team fairly happy and my time was only 3
minutes slower than the best recorded on the
course which I was pleased about. After the three
previous legs in the forest, the snow had become
so compacted that it was like running on a hard
sandy track!
The spring season is now fully underway and I
have a couple of club training camps and a few
races before the first series of World Cups in early
May. I just wish there was a little less snow and ice
in the forest around Borlange - it would make the
training more pleasant.
All the best from snowy Sweden
ALISTAIR LANDELS

NORTHERN LEAGUE
Some changes are necessary to the competition
calendar so that there is a C - P/T clash in CDOA
territory and a H - R game in AOA.
H - R on 20/10 instead of 9/11
C - P/T on 9/11 instead of 20/10
C - CM on 5/4 instead of 9/11

THE NEW FIXTURES
TABLE IS:
C

CM

H

NW

P/T

R

C

—

4/8

10/3

19/5

1/9

9/6

CM

5/4

—

14/7

7/7

9/6

15/9

H

21/7

6/10

—

1/9

19/5

18/8

NW

19/10

8/9

13/10

—

14/7

10/3

P/T

9/11

18/8

4/8

15/9

—

19/10

R

6/10

10/11

20/10

21/7

8/9

—

Would controllers please arrange for event
signposting details and start times to be published
in the AOA magazine and to be mailed to the club

secretaries in the other region. The AOA magazine
deadline is 20th of the month for the beginning of
the next month.
JOHN POWELL [COC]

SUMMER DOWN
UNDER 1998
The 1996 Elite Series was a resounding success,
with not one wrong control or code and a lot of
positive feedback.
The Squad has applied to run the 1997 Easter 4
Day so there won't be an Elite Series next year.
But January 3-17 1998 has been pencilled in. With
a longer leadtime and more organisational and
promotional work, a better response from overseas
is anticipated. Fewer events will be offered but
otherwise similar.
Rob Garden, Alistair and Jean C-W,
Robinson are making it happen.

Tania
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THE O SEASON
Recent Developments
The 1995 AOA AGM expressed concern for falling club membership. A follow up meeting suggested two
relevant issues - the O season and getting summer park orienteers into forests and to Sunday events.
Two small groups were formed to consider these issues. From their report back another group (Andy
Brewis, Ross Brighouse, Selwyn Palmer, John Powell and John Watson) was given the task of providing
possible O season programmes for AOA members to consider and discuss. Further background
information which underlies these possible seasons was outlined in Andy's article in the February issue.
Our instructions were to consider:
• Seasons with the National Champs placed within the period currently set by NZOF policy (autumn to
early winter)
• Seasons with the National Champs placed at other times that would fit the base criteria set out below.
We acknowledge that the Auckland clubs are a minority influence on NZOF and cannot dictate when the
National Champs are held. Our intention is to stimulate rational thought about the issues and what is best
for promoting orienteering as a sport in New Zealand, and at the same time satisfy as many individual
preferences as possible.
No matter when the National Champs are held, AOA should still aim to structure the best season and
programme to fit in with the timing of the Nationals. For several years there has been a lack of quality
events leading up the Nationals. The group has looked at how the orienteering calendar is designed.

Fundamental Factors
We believe three factors are fundamental and cannot be compromised:
• The timing of the National Champs dictates the shape of the orienteering calendar.
• Our limited resources and manpower demands that we provide a break in the year and a flexible
programme that can be reduced or expanded as organisational resources permit.
• A significant, structured season of frequent and quality events is essential as a build up to the National
Champs.
Four possible seasons are defined below to enable you to think through the issues. They all take best
possible account of the three fundamental factors above.

Other Important Issues
But there are other important issues you should consider:
• The O Season should provide a sequence to introduce newcomers to the sport and move them
gradually and logically from local park events (eg Summer Series) to more complex events.
• The Nationals should avoid potentially dangerous freezing conditions. (South of Auckland)
• National Champs and the season leading up to them should be at the same time every year to provide
easier planning and to avoid an 18 month gap between Nationals.
• The calendar should provide a build up for NZ orienteers competing overseas, usually in the northern
summer July/August (World Champs, JWOC, Veteran Champs, O-ringen, etc).
• The season should accommodate school and tertiary students to fit around exam pressures, mid
October to mid November.
• The season needs to take account of permission to use certain areas; lambing on farmland (late June
to early Sept in Auckland), hunting in north Woodhill (8/6/96 to 8/9/96), occasional fire risks in forests
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(mid to late summer).

The Long Weekend
We also considered the implications of holding the Nationals during an ordinary weekend. We were driven
to consider this as it appeared to be an easy way to accommodate the factors listed above.
We believe the national championships do not have to be held on a long weekend. Consider the following:
• They can be held on a two-day weekend. The major disadvantage is that the Individual, Short O and
Relay champs as currently organised can not all be held on the same weekend. However, there are
other possibilities. For example, the Short O could be a single race (as in Europe) on Sunday afternoon
with the relays in the morning. Alternatively, the Relays and Short O champs could be held alternately
every two years.
• The Nationals are a one-race competition. Anything else is a tack-on. Relays have been poorly
attended for many years. There are people who choose to omit the Short O as well. There is little need
to train and peak for the relays. They could be held as part of a multiday. The Short O could be part of
a multiday.
• Many other sports manage to hold the national championships on an ordinary weekend
• Many orienteers have other sports and hobbies that they are keen to pursue during long weekends.
• We can still have multidays on a long weekend.
• Will you be unable to attend the Nationals on an ordinary weekend because of transport problems?
Four suggested seasons
These four possibilities are sample suggestions only. The result from placing the National Champs at the
times in the headings of each column. The year 1996 is used as a sample only.
The number of events can be reduced or increased to suit the ability of club resources to organise them.
(Possible Elite series: Jan 13 - 31) School Holidays: 30/3 -14/4; 29/6 -14/7; 7/9 or 14/9 - 29/9
Shaded: School/public hols Italics: Promotion events Standard: Forest Series Bold: Competition Events

Wee N a t i o n a l s
Nationals
Nationals
k Easter Queens Birthday Labour Weekend Late November

Nationals

1
2
3

Sum.Ser. 1, Tue Jan 16

4

Sum.Ser. 2, Tue Jan 23 Sum.Ser. 2, Tue Jan 23 Sum.Ser. 2, Tue Jan 23

5

Sum.Ser. 3, Tue Jan 30 Sum.Ser. 3, Tue Jan 30 Sum.Ser. 3, Tue Jan 30

6
7

Sum.Ser. 1, Tue Jan 16

Sum.Ser. 1, Tue Jan 16

OY
1 Sun Feb 4 For. Prom. Tue Feb 8 For. Prom. Tue Feb 8 For. Prom. Tue Feb 8
OY 2 Sun Feb 11
Sum.Ser. 4, Tue Feb 13 Sum.Ser.4,Tue Feb 13 Sum.Ser. 4, Tue Feb 13

8

OY 3 Sun Feb 18

Sum.Ser. 5, Tue Feb 20

Sum.Ser. 5, Tue Feb 20

Sum.Ser. 5, Tue Feb 20

9

OY 4 Sun Feb 25

Manukau Fest. Feb 25

Manukau Fest. Feb 25

Manukau Fest. Feb 25

Sum.Ser. 6, Tue Feb 27

Sum.Ser. 6, Tue Feb 27

Sum.Ser. 6, Tue Feb 27

10

OY 5 Sun Mar 3

Sum.Ser.

7, Tue Mar 6

Sum.Ser.

11

OY 6 Sun Mar 10

Sum.Ser. 8, Tue Mar 12

Sum.Ser. 8, Tue Mar 12

12

OY 7 Sun Mar 17

For. Prom. Sun Mar 17

For. Prom. Sun Mar 17

13

AK Relay Sun Mar 24

OY 1 Sun Mar 24

Aut.

7, Tue Mar 6

Sum.Ser.

Sum.Ser. 8, Tue Mar 12
For. Prom. Sun Mar 17

Ser. 1, Sun Mar 24 Aut. Ser. 1, Sun Mar 24

14 AK Individ Sat Mar 30 OY 2 Sun Mar 31 Aut. Ser. 2, Sun Mar 31 Aut. Ser. 2, Sun Mar 31
AK Short O Sun Mar 31

7, Tue Mar 6

16
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15 National Champs Multiday Multiday Multiday
Easter Apr 5-8 Easter Apr 5-8 Easter Apr 6-8 Easter Apr 5-8
16 OY 3 Sun Mar 14
17
Forest Run Sun Apr 21
Forest Run Sun Apr 21
Forest Run Sun Apr 21
Anzac Day Thu Apr 25

Anzac Day Thu Apr 25

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

OY 4 Sun Apr 28

Aut.

(June)

26

(June)

27
28 (July)
(July)

30

(July)

31

(July August)

32

(August)

33

(August)

34

Ser.3, Sun Apr 28

Aut. Ser. 3, Sun Apr 28

July)

OY 1 Sun Aug 18
Spr. Ser. 1, Sun Aug 25

OY 2 Sun Aug 25

36
38

Anzac Day Thu Apr 25

(June

29

37

Anzac Day Thu Apr 25

OY 5 Sun May 5
AK Relay Sun May 12 Aut. Ser. 4, Sun May 12 Aut. Ser. 4, Sun May 12
AK Short O Sun May 19
AK Individ Sun May 26 Aut. Ser. 5, Sun May 26 Aut. Ser. 5, Sun May 26
Multiday,
Jun
1-3
Nat
Champs,
Jun
1-3
Multiday, Jun 1-3 Multiday, Jun 1-3
Queens Birthday Queens Birthday Queens Birthday Queens Birthday
(June)

25

35

Forest Run Sun Apr 21

OY 3 Sun Sep 1
Spr.

Ser.
OY

2,

Sun

5

Sep

Sun

8
Sep

OY

4
15

Sun
OY

Sep

8

OY

2

1

Sun

Sun

Sep

Sep

39Spr.Ser.3,SunSep22Spr.Ser.1,SunSep22OY6SunSep22OY3SunSep22
40
OY 7 Sun Sep 29

OY 4 Sun Sep 29

41

OY 5 Sun Oct 6

Spr. Ser. 4, Sun Oct 6

Spr. Ser. 2, Sun Oct 6

AK Relays Sun Oct 6

Spr. Ser. 5, Sun Oct 20

Spr. Ser. 3, Sun Oct 20

AK Individ Sun Oct 20

42
43
44
45
46

8
15

AK Short O Sun Oct 13 OY 6 Sun Oct 13
Multiday

Labour

W/e

Sum.Ser. 1, Tue Nov 5
Sum.Ser.

Multiday Labour W/e Nat. Champs Labour W/e Multiday Labour W/e
Spr. Ser. 4, Sun Nov 3

2, Tue Nov 12

47

Sum.Ser. 3, Tue Nov 19

48

For. Prom. Sun Nov 24

49

Sum.Ser. 4, Tue Dec 3

OY 7 Sun Oct 20

AK Relay Sun Nov 10
Spr. Ser.5, Sun Nov 17

AK Short O Sun Nov 17
AK Individ Sun Nov 24
Nat Chmps Nov 31/Dec
1

50

Sum.Ser. 5, Tue Dec 10

51

For. Prom. Sun Dec 15

52

Please take the time to answer the questionnaire in the centre of this issue.

JOHN POWELL [COC]
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club members get some coaching which increases
their fun and skill level, and WACO makes a little
bit of money by adding a small charge to the map
fee. Everyone benefits. ...if you want WACO to do
something like this... please contact us."

DEVELOPMENT
SQUAD CAMP

SHAUN COLLINS IN WACO NEWSLETTER

April 8-12th,
Development Squad members, Regional Junior
quad members, and all 17-20 year olds are invited
to join a camp following the Nationals, beginning on
Easter Monday to the following Friday or Saturday,
attending the NI School Champs. Venues between
Te Kuiti and the Manawatu. Contact Shaun Collins
631 0204. Coach training offered to those who
wish to learnm about coaching, tutored by Michael
Wood, NZOF Coaching Director.

ETCETERA
Wed 10 April 6.00-8.00pm Sports Strapping $10?
Thu 18 April 6.00-8.00pm Sports Massage $20
Wed 24 April 6.00-8.00pm Sports Massage $20

Register with Carmel
Waitakere on 836 6635

19 Alderman Drive,
O'Loughlin

The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: May 1996

Sport Waitakere Seminars

Big Top Aquatic Centre,
Henderson

THE AUCKLAND
ORIENTEER

at

Sport

Ouch
Commiserations to Ross Wakelin and Mark
McKenna of the Rotorua Club, who fieldworked and
drew a new map without (apparently) securing
permission first. You can guess the rest. I guess
they were grateful it was small and not in colour...

Waikato Campus Orienteers
"WACO will not be running regular events as most
clubs do, but will be concentrating on running
coaching days/ weekends.
Because of our
excellent coaching resource base we feel that we
have a lot to offer and this is the best way for us to
give something back to NZ orienteering.
If, for example, there was an OY one weekend we
would approach the organising club and ask to run
a coaching day on the Saturday. This way the club
gets an increased patronage at the OY because
people come a distance for the whole weekend, the

Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax 263 4794, or
call me or my machine at home on 520 5993, or call me
at work on 263 4793, or email mark@kiwiplan.co.nz
The deadline for contributions for the March
is Wednesday 20th March.
Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3.5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER

/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact your club
membership officer or Marquita Gelderman on 412 8879.
If you want a back issue of The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER,
please contact your club membership person, or
Marquita, or me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
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Sponsored by...

waterCare

services

To aid the work of...

limited

with the
support of...

WATER
FOR

NIHOTUPU
TRAMLINE

SURVIVAL
Water for Survival is a New
Zealand Charity which helps
developing countries with
basic water supply,
sanitation and health
education.

WALK
Sunday 21 April, 1996 WET OR FINE!
Start walking anytime between 9.00am and 2.00pm -2.5hrs walk
START FROM:

8.30 - 9.00

BRING:

ARATAKI VISITOR CENTRE
if running
Scenic Drive, Titirangi, Auckland
Torches for tunnels
Donation $5 per adult (children free)
to assist Water For Survival Charity

FOOD:

Light refreshments may be purchased at Nihotupu Dam

The Nihotupu Tramline Walk is an annual event when the public are invited to enjoy walking
through the water catchment area normally closed to the public. The walk is mainly level along
the tramline through six short tunnels and native bush to the Nihotupu Dam, a concrete arch dam
completed in 1923. From the dam the walk follows the access road round the lake to Piha Road
where buses are provided to return walkers to their cars. Parking attendants will direct parking
along the Scenic Drive near Arataki Visitor Center. Buses will be provided to take you from
Arataki to the start of the walk. For more information contact Water for Survival, phone 5289-759.
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LANDOWNERS
All orienteering clubs are dependent on landowners for access to their
farms and forests. We are very grateful for their continued fro their
continued support. It is very important that their property is looked after.
Please report any damage you may notice or cause and observe the
following:•

Cross ordinary fences where possible at a strainer post or go
through the wires.

•

Do not stand on electric wires as you may break the insulators.
Cross single wire temporary fences by going under them, or by
stepping over the wire, holding it down with your map bag as an
insulator.

•

Climb gates at the hinge end or go through them. Always leave
them as you find them.

•

Respect animals. If they seem frightened make your way around
them quietly.

•

Please DO NOT bring your dog to farm events or events in grazed
forests. This may seem unfair on your quiet well-behaved pet but it
is quite a reasonable request for a farmer to make, as most animals
run from dogs even your dog. At events held in an area like a public
park where dogs are allowed, please keep them under control as
there are often a lot of young children around the registration area.

•

Keep out of out of bounds areas (shown by black or sometimes
purple vertical lines on the map). Keep children away from any
landowner's machinery or property.

•

DO NOT smoke at any forest event.
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NZOF NEWS MARCH 1996
NEW APPOINTMENTS
Appointments for 1996 approved at the February Council meeting were:
NZOF Coaching Director
Michael Wood
Property Officer
George McLeod
Editor, NZ Orienteering
Bruce Collins
Development Squad Coaching Coordinator(s)
Shaun Collins & Phil Wood
As all these people have been re-appointed, the NZOF Council takes this opportunity to thank them all for their
excellent work done for the sport during 1995 and look forward in similar results in 1996.
There were other positions due for approval, but no applications were received at the time of the Council meeting.
Further announcements will be made in due course.

NEW APPOINTMENT
The NZOF Council has appointed Kathy Farquhar (Rotorua) as NZOF Publicity Officer for 1996. The NZOF
Council received two applications but, with Kathy's publicity of the Elite Series, this swayed Council's decision to
appoint Kathy. I am sure you will support Kathy and if you, or your Club, wish to send Kathy any information, her
address is P O Box 7095, Rotorua; phone 07-345 9608 (home), 07-345 3700 (work) or fax 07-345 3703 (work).

NEW APPOINTMENT
The NZOF Council has appointed Robyn Davidson (Red Kiwis) as the new NZOF Primary Schools Coordinator (name changed from Kiwisport) for 1996. Robyn takes over from Laurie Baxter after many years at the
helm and needing a well deserved rest from the 'paper war'. We trust Robyn will receive your support.

NEW TECHNICAL SUB-COMMITTEE
The NZOF Executive whom were given authority by NZOF Council to appoint a new Technical Sub-committee,
have now approved of a new Technical Sub-committee. As only five nominations were received and that this did
not warrant more time spent on Clubs voting on such a small number of nominations, the new Technical Subcommittee approved is, Bruce Collins (Hamilton), Rob Garden (North West), Rob Jessop (Central), Jim Lewis
(Taupo) and Michael Wood (Hutt Valley). This new sub-committee has been asked to meet a.s.a.p. and appoint a
new Convenor.

NEW SELECTORS SUB-COMMITTEE
The NZOF Executive whom were given authority by NZOF Council to appoint a new Selectors Sub-committee,
have now approved of the new Selectors Sub-committee. Only three nominations were received and after several
follow-up's within the South Island, of which three people were approached but declined, it was decided to move
on and appoint this sub-committee. The new Selectors Sub-committee is, Wayne Aspin (Counties Manukau), Jill
Dalton (Central) and Ted Van Geldermalsen (Hutt Valley). Wayne Aspin has been asked to arrange a meeting of
the others to appoint a new Convenor.

APPLICATIONS CALLED FOR
Applications are now being sought for the position of 1997 A-NZ Challenge Team Manager. Applications close
31 May 1996 with the NZOF Secretary. Job descriptions are available on request from the NZOF Secretary.

APPLICATIONS CALLED FOR
Applications are still being sought for Development Squad Manager. Bruce Henderson has indicated that he does
not wish to do this job in 1996, so another request for applications is being sought. This position needs to be filled
urgently as planning for such activities as the 1996 Southern Cross Junior Challenge is required. All applications are
to be sent to the NZOF Secretary by no later than the 30 APRIL 1996.
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You all know that physical training makes you fitter.
Here are some principles which will help you understand
what is going on, so you can get more fitness for less effort.

BASIC TRAINING CONCEPTS
1. S P E C I F I C I T Y
You race how you train. If you train slowly, you race slowly. If you train short,
you will only be able to race short. Training should simulate how you intend to
race. The closer you get to race day, the stronger that simulation should be. Only
by applying the principle of specificity will you be able to prepare your body
properly for racing.
2. FREQUENCY
To improve a certain aspect of your physical ability you will need to practise that
aspect repeatedly. Crash training programmes will only result in you becoming
injured or overtrained. Frequency also means consistency - a little often is better
than a lot seldom.
3. OVER LOAD
Workouts must overload your system if they are to promote the adaptation
process. By adapting to greater and greater training workloads (stress) your
ability in specific aspects of performance will improve.
4. RECOVERY
This is crucial. Recovery fosters improvement. An athlete who doesn't recover
adequately from workouts will fail to improve, for it is during recovery, not
training, that adaptation to training (growth) occurs. Remember
TRAINING + RECOVERY = IMPROVEMENT!
5. REVERSIBILITY
Training effects are reversible, if you don't train, or train less, you will (in the
long term) loose fitness and performance.
6. FLEXIBILITY
Your training plan must be able to cope with unexpected developments, at
school, at home, and in your physical condition. You must be able to adapt to
different types of training and racing conditions. A good training programme
and athlete is flexible.
7. TRAINABILITY
Training improvements do not occur consistently over time. There will be
periods when you will improve a lot, and there will be times when you don't
seem to be making any improvements at all. Improvements tend to be greatest
early in the training programme. The cumulative fatigue that resultsfromhigh
mileage can make you feel like you are on a performance plateau during high
mileage phases. The answer? Hang in there and be patient!
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8. ADAPTABILITY
Training volumes and intensities must be increased gradually. Only then will
your body adapt to the increasing demands being placed upon it. Adaptation
cannot be rushed!
9. M A I N T E N A N C E
During the off-season you should try and maintain some of the gains you made
during the last competitive season. Do this by having an easy, low-intensity
programme. Make it fun.
10. W A R M I N G U P , WARMING DOWN
Try to warm up before every workout, especially before speedwork or other high
intensity sessions. This will reduce the risk of injury and improve the quality of
the workout. Warm-downs will help flush out waste products in the muscles.
This promotes faster recovery and means you will be better prepared for your
next workout.
11. LISTEN T O YOUR BODY
Always listen to your body before training. A programme designed in advance
cannot take into account the way you feel on any particular day. Some days you
will be too tired to do the workout on your programme. On those days ignore
the programme and take it easy. You are not a machine!
12. QUALITY vs QUANTITY
The correct type of training, at the right intensity, for the right duration, will
bring better results than simply doing high mileage for the sake of it. Don't get
sucked in my the 'more is better' school of training. Think before you train.
13. G O A L SETTING
Set achievable, realistic goals based on where you are at right now. Make sure
those goals cover the next few weeks (short-term goals), the next twelve months
(intermediate goals) and your entire sporting career (long-term goals). If you
don't achieve a goal, don't get despondent. Sit down and see if you can learn
something about your preparation, your racing tactics or your goal-setting
strategy. Good athletes don't have good days and bad days, they have good days
and learning days.
14. T E C H N I Q U E
A good technique will make you a better athlete. Take the time to refine your
technique now and again.
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SOUTH ISLAND
SUMMER ORIENTEERING SERIES
(incorporating Australia - New Zealand Challenge)
December 1996 - J a n u a r y 1997
Planning for this major series of events is now already well under-way. Don't be put
off by the title "ANZ Challenge". Though these events feature an international test
match of selected teams, between Australia and New Zealand, any affiliated member
of TOP can enter any or all of the events.

Proposed Event Schedule
Sun 29 Dec

Warm-up event
Christchurch, Bottle Lake/Spencerville

map

Mon 30 Dec

Free?

Tue 31 Dec

Australia v New Zealand Challenge Individual event
Dalethorp near Sheffield, new forest map

Wed

1 Jan

Model event (familiarisation)
Old Craigmore dolines map near Timaru

Thu

2 Jan

Australia v New Zealand Challenge Relays
Craigmore, Gorge/Cleveland maps near Timaru

Fri

3 Jan

Possible Otago Event

Sat

4 Jan

Possible Otago Event

Sun

5 Jan

Fosbender Park, Southland

Mon

6 Jan

MokoMoko, Southland (evening event)

The event details for Otago have not been published yet

Although the two national teams will take the headlines a far greater
number of participants will be outside the teams. No doubt all classes
will be catered for from those 12 years of age and under to those 65 or
maybe 70 and older. It is expected that both A grade and B grade
courses will be offered. This means there should be a course to suit
everyone of any age or ability. Be competitive if you like or Just enter
for the fun. Now is the time to start thinking of a grand holiday.
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